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Introduction
by Logan Royce Beitmen

Carol Prusa creates intriguingly beautiful artifacts that seem to come from 
another world. Their fractal and tessellated surfaces reveal traces of a brilliant 
mathematical intelligence while pointing to realities beyond their own material 
trappings. A masterful artist at the height of her powers, Prusa is simultaneously 
conversant with art history and wholeheartedly engaged in contemporary 
aesthetic, scientific, and gender-problematizing sociological discourses. The 
intellectual rigor, dynamic opticality, and sheer physical ambition of the works in 
the present exhibition is astonishing.

Whether depicting illusionistic vignettes or exploring organic abstractions 
inspired by subdermal biological structures, much of Prusa’s work has a virtuosic 
quality. This is certainly true of Luna, which features a photorealistic image of a 
tree, right down to the translucent veins and papery crispness of its leaves. Such 
forays into photorealism (along with her penchant for greyscale) have led curators, 
at times, to exhibit Prusa’s work alongside that of Vija Celmins. Prusa inevitably 
eschews any sense of straightforward matter-of-factness in her images, however, 
preferring to explore internal realities that no camera can capture. Prusa’s 
command of anatomical forms owes itself to her unconventional artistic training: 
prior to developing her studio art practice, Prusa studied medical illustration. 
Thus, like the Renaissance master Michelangelo (but unlike most of her 
contemporaries), Prusa spent time as an undergraduate sketching human cadavers 
that she had personally dissected—a fact that helps explain the mimetic clarity of 
detail evident even in her most imaginatively fragmented and fractal of forms, all 
of which she models, at least obliquely, on real human anatomical structures and 
internal systems.

A central motif that recurs in many of Prusa’s works is that of the undifferentiated 
human embryo in a state prior to becoming identifiably “male” or “female” (or 
even “human”). Its cells are dividing rapidly, but its final form is not yet known. 



Such bodies (or proto-bodies) exist in an unfixed, liminal state “betwixt and 
between” various possible outcomes, not unlike the ambiguous reproductive 
systems and gender-fluid characters of Matthew Barney’s Cremaster cycle. 
(Prusa and Barney, notably, both have backgrounds in medical science.) Prusa’s 
undifferentiated embryonic forms embody a state of pure potentiality, as opposed 
to the ossified fixity of bodies as discrete objects or as inflexible containers for pre-
determined identities.

Prusa’s efflorescent, kaleidoscopic geometries place her squarely within 
the postminimalist camp, alongside Judy Pfaff (or Frank Stella at his most 
psychedelic), while the overarching sense of order she achieves in the face of such 
dizzying complexities recalls the pitch-perfect tonic harmonies and grandeur of 
Sufi-imbued Persian art (from the honeycombed, stalactite majesty of Isfahan’s 
Safavid-era buildings to the elegant and dazzling geometries of present-day 
practitioners such as Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian). Some writers and critics 
have used words like “sacred,” “spiritual,” and “sublime” to describe the grand 
harmonic order and sense of “unity in multiplicity” they experience in front of 
her works. Prusa’s preferred terms for the formal elements of her current work—
”voids,” “walls,” “clusters,” and “filaments”—come not from religion, mysticism, 
or New Age speculation, however, but from the dominant scientific paradigms by 
which contemporary physical cosmologists explain the structure of the known 
universe. If such works fill us with wonder or a sense of the sublime, perhaps it is 
because the cosmos itself is wondrous and sublime, as are the living systems 
it supports.

In her depictions of known and unknown realms, Prusa does not limit herself 
exclusively to the visual models that modern science provides. Her diverse sources 
range from medieval alchemy to popular fiction. Prusa’s Dust, for instance, is 
a swirling allover composition of stylized cloudlike abstractions inspired by 
the “dust” of Philip Pullman’s young adult fantasy trilogy His Dark Materials. In 
Pullman’s literary universe, “dust” is a mysterious and elusive cosmic particle 
formed when matter becomes conscious. 

Prusa’s Primordial also suggests a vision of matter becoming conscious, but in 
this case the artist transports us back in time to the very origins of life on Earth, 



as understood from the standpoint of the “primordial soup” model of biopoesis 
(which explains how life may have arisen from non-life). Primordial is among 
the most ambitious and visually striking of Prusa’s recent works. The piece is 
a Renaissance-style tondo, enframed by an ornate wreath of Prusa’s familiar 
embryonic forms, through which one gazes (as if through the porthole of a time-
traveling ship) upon a vast, moonlit sea. Rising above the sea’s low horizon is an 
even more extraordinary, moon-dappled cloudscape, which Prusa renders in 
dramatic chiaroscuro. The clouds in the image, according to Prusa, are “mammatus” 
or “mamma” clouds, which in current meteorological use denotes pendulous 
breast or udderlike lobe forms, which (for reasons still poorly understood by 
meteorologists) occasionally protrude beneath cumulonimbus rainclouds. The 
many mammatus clouds of Primordial radiate outward and upward in concentric 
rings from the horizon in a pattern that suggests the ducts and lobules of a single, 
all-encompassing mammary gland—a proverbial Mother Goddess, perhaps, whose 
electric sky gives the spark of life to the mass of prebiotic molecules swirling in 
the primordial soup beneath.

Prusa often mixes biological and celestial imagery in these ways, suggesting 
intriguing parallels between seemingly disconnected microcosmic and 
macrocosmic processes. In Tubes of Erotic Concentration, for instance, Prusa 
presents the illusion of an Einstein-Rosen bridge (a.k.a., a wormhole) by creating 
trompe l’oeil openings on two sides of a large sphere (an optical “flipping” 
of convexity and concavity which is a noteworthy technical feat itself). Prusa 
demarcates the wormhole structure by means of a gridlike net of curved meridian 
lines. The lines are internally programmed with LED lights to glow a cool electric 
blue (an effect reminiscent of Disney’s Tron), and to then repeatedly fade out and 
glow again in slow, rhythmic succession, like a cosmic heartbeat. An Einstein-
Rosen bridge in astrophysics is a theoretical tubelike structure connecting two 
black holes. Nothing, not even light, can escape black holes, and their mysterious 
power has led scientists and science-fiction writers alike to imagine them as 
the hypothetical source of all manner of miracles (from limitless energy to the 
prospect of time travel), if only humans could unlock their hidden secrets. The 
“concentration” of Prusa’s title seems to refer to the extreme concentration, or 
sucking in, of matter into a black hole. By characterizing the concentration as 



“erotic,” however, Prusa returns us to the human realm, and the cosmic structure 
becomes explicitly yonic and “female.” The Einstein-Rosen bridge becomes a 
metaphor for female sexual power as an active and dynamic force of “erotic 
concentration”—a feminist reinscription of sexual agency to replace outmoded 
patriarchal tropes of the male as “active” and female as “passive.”

Prusa freely combines imagery from biology and physics with more malleable 
elements of memory and fantasy. Like the provocative yet surprisingly systematic 
“pataphysics” of visionary proto-Surrealist Alfred Jarry, Prusa folds her “mad 
science” of biomorphic hybridity into a hard-won compositional order. She 
attends as much to invisible forces as visible ones, depicting organic matter forever 
on the verge of dissolution or emergence. Order and meaning ultimately arise 
within the flux, not from separation but from interconnectedness. Prusa presents 
the human body as a permeable network of heterogeneous flows, an essenceless 
coalescence of provisional structures buoyed within an ocean of interpenetrating 
environmental forces (a “body without organs” in Deleuzean terms). The massed 
assemblages of proto-bodies we see in Prusa’s works are not solid objects but 
clouds of probabilities. They exist only in relation to one another, and they have 
meaning only insofar as they connect to a larger collective.

At a time when the artworld is belatedly coming to recognize many mid- and 
late-career female artists, Prusa’s oeuvre is ripe for a major critical reappraisal, and 
the strength of the work in the present exhibition only reaffirms her importance. 
The precision and density of Prusa’s silverpoint technique rivals that of Dürer. 
Meanwhile, her sleek acrylic orbs and the billowing organic forms that mutate 
across their surfaces share an aesthetic affinity with the exuberant sci-fi futurism 
of Mariko Mori and Lee Bul.  Prusa’s work is attuned to the present while carrying 
echoes of the Renaissance and presaging a strange, posthuman future. But it is also 
“timeless” in the truest sense of the word, possessing a gravitas and seriousness of 
purpose that rewards prolonged viewing and sustained, philosophical rumination. 

Logan Royce Beitmen is a contemporary art curator and writer. 
He currently directs Brintz Gallery in Palm Beach.



Primordial, 2017
60 x 60 x 2 in, silverpoint, 

graphite, titanium white and mars black 
pigment with acrylic binder on 1/4” Plexiglas



Luna (guardian), 2017  
60 x 60 x 2 in, silverpoint, 
graphite, titanium white and mars black 
pigment with acrylic binder on 1/4” Plexiglas





Edges (earth), 2017, 
50 x 50 x 2 in
silverpoint, graphite, titanium white 

pigment with aluminum leaf on wood panel





Elements (water), 2017
50 x 50 x 2 in
silverpoint, graphite, titanium white 
pigment with aluminum leaf on wood panel



Between Us (air), 2017, 
50 x 50 x 2 in

silverpoint, graphite, titanium white 
pigment with aluminum leaf on wood panel





Dust (fire), 2017
50 x 50 x 2 in

silverpoint, graphite, titanium white 

pigment with aluminum leaf on wood panel



Fearful Symmetry, 2017
36 in diameter acrylic sphere
silverpoint with graphite and titanium 
white pigment and programmed internal light





Tubes of Erotic Concentration, 
2015, 36 in diameter acrylic sphere
silverpoint with graphite and titanium 
white pigment and programmed internal light





Weep Holes, 2017
36 in diamete acrylic sphere
silverpoint with graphite and titanium 

white pigment and programmed internal light





Entangled, 2017
14 x 14 x 14 in
silverpoint, graphite, 
white pigment on acrylic sphere



   clockwise:
Matrix, 2017, 12 in

 Marginal, 2017, 8 in
    In and Out, 2017, 10 in



Thirst (insatiable), 2012-17
50 x 50 x 12 in, silverpoint, graphite,  
titanium white pigment with acrylic binder 
on acrylic hemisphere with fiber optics and video



Emergent, 2017
68 x 68 x 2 in, silverpoint, 

graphite, mars black and titanium white 
pigment with acrylic binder on wood panel





Carol Prusa exhibits widely in 
museums and curated exhibitions. Her 
work has been supported by fellowships 
including the Howard Foundation and 
South Florida Cultural Consortium. 
Selected for the 2015 American Academy 
of Arts and Letters Invitational, her 
work was purchased for the permanent 
collection of the Museum of Arts and 
Design in New York City. Additional 
museum collections include the Perez 
Museum of Art, Spencer Museum of Art, 
Museum of Art Ft. Lauderdale, Hunter 
Museum of American Art, Arkansas Art 
Center, Telfair Art Museum and Daum 
Museum of Contemporary Art, among 
others.  Prusa participated in a four-month 
funded Artist in Industry Residency in 
ceramics at the Kohler Company and 
most recently she explored glass through 
a residency at Berengo Furnace, Murano, 
Italy. Prusa is represented by Brintz 
Gallery–Palm Beach, Bluerider–Taipei, 
Le Salon Vert–Geneva, Kostuik Gallery–
Vancouver, Jenkins-Johnson–New York 
City and San Francisco. She is a Professor 
of Painting and Drawing at Florida 
Atlantic University.

Merging silverpoint drawing with 
contemporary strategies, surfaces are 
articulated to create liminal skins between 
known and unknown worlds. Prusa seeks 
to express her euphoria when glimpsing 
the strangeness and vital beauty of what is 
possible - to give form to thin spaces that 
evoke the mystery that both surrounds 
and binds us together.
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